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56th Annual AARWBA Breakfast
Saturday May 28, 2011 at 8 a.m.
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Presenting the "Jigger" and Angelo Angelopolous Awards,
Contest Results, Russo Award, and special Clint Brawner tribute film.
RSVP to Member Debra Atkerson, Race Marketing Public Relations
at 317/626-3382 or Email: debbie3382pr@yahoo.com
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Bruce McLaren's Memory Preserved - A Personal Journey
© Andrew S. Hartwell / www.ashautomobilia.com
There are times in our lives when we get to experience something we never thought we would. ..if we
are very fortunate. I enjoyed such good fortune this
week when I had the opportunity to visit the birthplace and home of legendary Kiwi racer, constructor and engineer, Bruce McLaren. My wife Shirley
and I were on a once-in-a-lifetime holiday visiting
our son and daughter in law currently living and
working in Auckland, New Zealand, and this visit to
Bruce's birthplace was planned from the first day
we were booked for our flights!

Bruce was growing up and finding his way in the world of
wheels, the walls of the garage - purchased by his father
in 1936 - resonated with the banging of hammers and
wrenches applied to the construction of the earliest
McLaren race cars. Above that garage today, Bruce's
younger sister, Jan McLaren has created a wonderful
museum in honor of her brother.
Jan is the CEO of the Bruce McLaren Trust, which she
helped to found with Ross Jensen, another Kiwi racer, in
1997. The trust was created with the purpose of establishing and sustaining a living and working memorial to
Bruce McLaren and the McLaren Team heritage. At
present, the trust is operated out of the top floor of the
garage building but in the future they hope to acquire the
entire structure and use the ground floor to house some
of Bruce's legendary race cars.
Today, you enter the McLaren home / trust through a single door at the front of the garage. You then begin a
climb up a narrow stairway and all along the way you are
surrounded by photographs and posters and articles
about Bruce and Denny. At the top of the stairs you
come to a small table displaying a guest book - one in
which both the notable and the ordinary have entered
their names. We added ours as well and then we turned
around to be warmly greeted by Jan McLaren and a smiling gentleman by the name of David Rhodes. We soon
came to learn that David is a walking encyclopedia of
knowledge about Bruce McLaren and Denny Hulme.

Bruce McLaren was always at the top of the list of
my favorite people on the planet, and his always
impeccably prepared McLaren M8A Can-Am racers
were among the top three of my all time favorite
sports cars. (The Chaparral 2E/2G and the 1967
Le Mans winning Ford GT40 MKIV round out my
top three). I actually had the chance to shake his
hand once, at the completion of the 1968 Bridgehampton Can-Am race, the one time that both he
and his Kiwi compatriot Denny Hulme failed to finish a race in a series they would come to dominate
over most of the series lifetime. Despite the poor
results that day, Bruce was still wearing that signature smile of his and he took time on the way to the
media center to shake my hand and give me a
wave as I pointed my dad's super 8 movie camera
in his direction.
Bruce McLaren's memory and the story of his life
are very much alive in Remuera, a suburb of Auckland and the city in which he grew up. The original
McLaren family home is on the top floor of a working garage that today emanates the sounds of repairs being made to modern automobiles. When

David took the time to tell us much about the many images that were liberally displayed on the walls and the history behind each one, along with pointing out the origins
of the many medals and trophies on display throughout
every room. We soon found ourselves standing in what
had been Bruce's bedroom and there we marveled at all
the precious items stacked, aligned and displayed therein.
We next were attended to by Jan and she continued to
provide a wealth of information about the articles on display and the history of the trust and she shared with us
the ambitions the trust held for expansion and the infinite
perpetuation of Bruce's memory. She also told us that
the trust has an inventory of images numbering in the
thousands.
Having exchanged emails several times prior to our arrival, Jan felt comfortable enough with us to take us into a
special room that housed several large safes. She
opened two of them and from each she withdrew some
incredible treasures.
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This article recently appeared on www.dailysportscar.com

Bruce McLaren continued
To see these treasured family artifacts 'in the flesh' and
see how he had so lovingly maintained his family ties
over the years that his career took him away from home,
only served to further validate our warm feelings for this
great man.

Through the generous donations of many people the
trust is nearing completion of a full restoration of Denny
Hulme's No. 5 M8A Can-Am car. The work is not yet
complete so any contributions to help finish the job would
be most welcome. The trust then intends to restore the
original McLaren service station's 1932 Austin 7 work
truck that was used from 1945 to 1957 and on which
young Bruce first learned to drive.

From the second safe she withdrew a substantially
thick album containing many handwritten letters
from Bruce to his parents. She told us that very few
people had ever been able to access and read
them fully. She said that Bruce always wrote home
from wherever he was racing and kept his parents
aware of his successes and disappointments alike.

Many of you readers may not ever be so fortunate as to
realize the dream that my wife and I have lived this week,
but if there is ever the opportunity to visit the Bruce
McLaren Trust we strongly suggest you do so. If the
means for such a trip are not within your reality, a visit to
their website, www.bruce-mclaren.com and enrollment
as a trust member - or simply to make a donation should certainly be a possibility. You can also email the
trust directly at brucemclarentrust@clear.net.nz

As a teen, I wrote a fan letter to Bruce at his race shops
and much to my delight I received two black and white
autographed photographs of Bruce and Denny in their
Formula One cars. I still have them over 40 plus years
later - and the envelope they were sent in. Both photos
hold a prominent place in my heart as reminders of what
a great man he was and how, despite his many commitments, he cared enough to answer a fan letter from
America. My thanks go out to Jan McLaren and the
Bruce McLaren Trust for keeping his memory alive.
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From the first, she took out Bruce's original CanAm driver's suit and graciously posed for me as I
took her photo holding this remarkable piece of
sportscar racing history. Its value could not possibly be calculated in mere dollars or pounds. The
experience she was affording us, by allowing us to
see and to touch his suit, can not be adequately
recounted with mere words.

It was back in 1994 when I
took my first trip to the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway. I really didn’t know too
much about racing at the
time. My first race was at
Eldora Speedway the year
before for the Four Crown
race. I was working as a
waitress and Jeff Gordon’s
team insisted that I go to a race, so just to shut
them up I grabbed my girlfriend, and off we went
to Eldora. That’s what started my interest in racing. It was exciting and it made me want to see
more of this racing stuff.
I took many trips to local tracks to see the midgets and Silver Crown cars over the next year. I
remember seeing Tony Stewart in the stands at
one race and didn’t really know what a great
driver he was at the time. Ryan Newman was
another driver that I had met but was still oblivious to what he had done.
In 1994 on my first trip to Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, I had the privilege to get garage
passes from Marie Hall and took three of my
friends with me. We got to meet some wellknown drivers and of course take our pictures
with them. I had many of them sign my T-shirt as
only a young fan would do. Now I laugh at the
whole matter and really understand why others
do the same. It’s a star seeking adventure. But
over the years I realized that they are just ordinary people that do something really well.
I’m amazed at all the people I have met and had
the chance to be friends with. There is no other
place that I would rather be than at the track.
In 2006 I had the opportunity to work with Dusty
Brandel for RIS taking pictures and also working
for Don Kay with Autosport Radio. Being the shy
one (yeah, right) I became more involved and
had the privilege to do many charity events
along the way. I think I spent most of my time
helping people raise money for different needy
causes.
One story that seemed to make everyone laugh
at me was working with Wanda Devin. I had

helped her with many charity events over a period of
about 2 years. One day I met her at her house to go
downtown for an event, and remember seeing a lot of
Al Jr.’s pictures all over the walls. I thought man, she
must be a fan, but never said a word. On the way to
downtown, Wanda said that she had to fly to California
and then to Texas for the races. I asked her if she had
family that raced and her response was my son. Who
is your son I asked, and of course she said Al Unser
Jr. and yes I felt stupid.

Submitted By Anne Proffit,
Western Vice President
There is nothing in this world
like race day at Indianapolis.
To experience it properly, you
have to get up way too early in
order to wait in traffic at the
credential gate, feel the earth
shake as the cannon booms at
5 in the morning after trying to
sleep in the car. There might
be lights that are on already
and there's even folks hugging
their desks on the fourth floor of the media center.
It doesn't matter if it's your first time or 50th, the Indianapolis Motor Speedway evokes chills up the spine
each time you're there. Every day during May when I
drive through the back tunnel, I feel the pull of the
place. There's that magical pulling every emotion from
me - even flying into Indianapolis' airport, the sight of
the Speedway is exciting.
On race day, the crowds are so immense and the
scent of excitement so intense that it's difficult not to
get caught up in it. Every veteran feels it; that's the
reason we keep coming back.
I love walking the pit road as teams nervously set up
their equipment, checking it again and again to make
sure each air gun works, each hose is curled to perfection. Never mind that every single crewmember has
checked this stuff already; it must be done again.
In the drivers' motorcoach area, families mingle as if
trying to defuse the moments before it's time for the
walk to the pit road and ride around the circuit to acknowledge the growing mass of humanity. It's always
interesting to walk through and see whether the stress
is hitting anyone overly hard.

Continued on next page
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Submitted By Kathy Seymour,
AARWBA National Vice President

Indy Memories Continued
Photo Trailer At The Drags
The new photographer’s work area established for
media covering the NHRA Drag races
in Las Vegas.
Photos by Bobbie C.

My most favorite recent memory came in 2006
as Marco Andretti and Sam Hornish Jr battled for
the victory in the closing laps. Just like a kid
there I was, nose pressed against the window of
the media center as the drivers came roaring by
and the laps counted down. When Hornish Jr.,
took the checkered flags over third-generation
driver Andretti, it was like a bomb went off in the
room.
The excitement and closeness of those final laps
had us three and four deep watching the drama
unfold. It was an amazing sight!

2011 Indianapolis 500
Sunday, May 29, 2011
Some interesting, fun facts about the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
Churchill Downs, Yankee Stadium, the
Rose Bowl, the Roman Colosseum and
Vatican City all can fit inside the IMS oval,
which covers 253 acres.
If all the bratwurst sold at the race in 2009 were
laid end-to-end, it would circle the 2.5 mile IMS
oval more than one time.
If all the post cards sold in IMS Gift Shops were
laid end to end, they would span
more than three miles

Number of Firestone tires teams used
throughout the month of May 2009:
More than 4,900

Las Vegas Media Center sign informs
photographers where to find the new trailer.
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Even in the media center, we all make our desks
as ready as possible for the long afternoon. Grid
goes here, notepads go there, drinks and a
snack or two at the ready because there's no
time to go downstairs and pause to eat. The race
stops only for caution periods and those can be
as exciting as green flag conditions.

1961 Indianapolis 500
Submitted by Joe Jennings,
AARWBA Southern VP

My life-long goal of seeing the
Indianapolis 500 was achieved in
1961. As Pennsylvania residents, my
family had traveled to races at the
Williams Grove Speedway,
Syracuse’s New York State Fairgrounds and the Langhorne Speedway but never to Indianapolis as it
was too far away. Our Indianapolis insights came
through the radio broadcasts hosted by Sid Collins
and news reports.
Leading up to the 1961 race, a neighbor and I began making plans months befor our 600-mile drive
to Indianapolis. Without the Internet, our planning
involved telephone calls and letter writing, to obtain
lodging, tickets and event information. Our itinerary included
the inaugural USAC sprint car
race at Indianapolis Raceway
Park (A. J. Foyt, right, the winner), the Little 500 at the Sun
Valley Speedway in Anderson
(Jim McElreath, the winner)
along with Saturday’s “500”
Festival parade and the drivers’
meeting.

On race day we were seated in the Tower Terrace ($12
seats), which gave us a clear view of the colorful prerace activities and the ability to absorb the atmosphere.
Seeing the starting field line-up and take the green flag
was an eye-opener and after that, we basically saw blurs
as the cars whizzed by, but we had a good view of pit
stops. Also, we witnessed a multi-car crash on the front
stretch among Jack Turner, Don Davis and others. No
instant replays in those days, so you had to be alert.
And best of all was the race, which featured a late-race
dual between ultimate winner A. J. Foyt and my favorite
driver Eddie Sachs. While the latter didn’t win, he did drive as superbly as did Foyt.
Another of my favorite drivers,
Bobby Marshman (right), came
from the rear of the field to finish
seventh, sharing rookie honors
with Parnelli Jones, who led 27
laps.
Jack Brabham’s ninth place finish
kicked off the rear-engine revolution with a smooth run in
his Cooper Climax.
With one Indianapolis 500 under my belt, the die was
cast. Since then, my annual treks to Indianapolis have
became commonplace and after becoming a reporter,
the thrill of covering the Greatest Spectacle in Racing
escalated and continues unabated today.
The 2011 edition will be my 45th 500 and many more
are anticipated. My favorite Indianapolis 500 is always
the most recent one while looking forward to the next
spectacle.

At the time, the drivers’ meeting was not as public
as it is today, so I wrote to Tony Hulman to request
tickets. He responded quickly with tickets and a
note thanking us for attending the race. The ticket
allowed for entry into Gasoline Alley. While inside,
we were thrilled to be able to see the drivers and
cars up close and stroll through the pit area.
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Photos Courtesy IMS Photos

Did that really just happen?
...have a time in your career covering
motorsports as a
writer, broadcaster or photographer when
you had to stop and say,

“Did that really just happen?”
If you have ever experienced one of those
moments when you were there in reality
but what you witnessed was somewhat unreal,
we would like to hear about it.
Send us a short version of what happened
and we will publish it in a future issue of
ImPRESSions.

At Mission Bay (San Diego) on April 12, 1987, Max
Harding, from Valinda, California, flipped his boat
“Junkyard Dog” in the Super Stock race. When the
boat went over Harding was ejected and when it
was all over he was back in the boat that still had
some forward momentum.

Hey, we have all had those moments
so come on and tell us about yours.
After all, you were there! Really!

Send your stories to the Editor:
ashartwell@att.net

Harding was not hurt but the boat ended up full of
water along with some stress cracks in the hull.

Do You Remember
“The Bridge”?
If you attended races at the old Bridgehampton Race
Circuit on Long Island, you must have good stories to
tell about the experience! Please share your
anecdotes, memories, lies
or other tales with your fellow members.
Send your memories to:
Andy Hartwell - ashartwell@att.net
or to:
Dusty Brandel - dusty.brandel@gmail.com
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Submitted by Bill Taylor

American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association Inc.
922 North Pass Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505-2703
Phone: 818-842-7005
FAX: 818-842-7020
"Dedicated To Increasing Media Coverage of Motor Sports"
The AARWBA is the oldest and largest professional organization of its kind. Founded in 1955 in
Indianapolis, it has grown to more than 400 members throughout the United States, Canada and Europe.
Each year the AARWBA members select a 14-driver All America Team from Open Wheel, Stock Car, Sports
Car, Drag Racing, Short Track, Touring Series and At Large championship categories. An annual banquet is
held to honor these drivers each January. AARWBA also sponsors several contests for its members and
established the “Legends in Racing” auto racing hall of fame.
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Date:
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Business Address:
City:

State:
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Phone:

E-mail:

FAX:

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Home address:
City:

State:

ZIP Code:

Phone:

E-Mail:

FAX:

Preferred Mailing Address:

HOME

OFFICE

(Please note that our newsletter, “ImPRESSions”, is sent via e-mail)

Preferred E-Mail Address For Newsletter:
MEMBERSHIP LEVEL
Media Professional ($45.00)
Signature of applicant:

Affiliate Member ($65.00)

Associate / Corporate ($300.00)
Date:

Active Media Member
Applicants for active media membership status must submit the following materials to the membership committee for consideration.
Materials must be submitted with your check.
A fully executed membership application. (This information will appear in the membership directory
unless you specify otherwise. Attach a note to this application if necessary.)
Your
Two 1" x 1.5" head shot pictures for use in the directory and for an I.D. badge.
Tear sheets or samples of work as follows:
Photo
Two published articles on the subject of auto racing in a publication of general
Should
circulation within the past year.
Photographs on auto racing appearing in two publications of general circulation or two
Be This
separate times in one publication, within the past year.
Size
One video or audio tape of any race broadcast where spectators attended and exhibited
the applicant's work within the past year.
One book on the subject of auto racing within the past year or three books on the
subject of auto racing, or one book contracted from any trade publisher for a book on auto racing
Affiliate Member
Open to public relations, team representatives, motorsports advertising personnel. Full voting rights and privileges except to hold office.
Associate/Corporate Membership
Open to any person, regardless of affiliation or professional orientation, who is interested in furthering the aims of the American Auto
Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association and/or motorsports in general. Corporate membership is Limited to three (3) non-voting
memberships for the $300 fee.

Mail completed application, photos, and your check to the address shown above.
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